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LEGAL & GENERAL MANAGED MONTHLY INCOME TRUST

OUR FUND PROFILES provide an in-depth review of our leading rated funds and are designed to give advisers, paraplanners 

and analysts an ‘under the bonnet’ view of the fund. In providing more detailed commentary than a standard fund factsheet 

we believe our fund profiles set the standard for the next generation of research notes, aiding in fund selection and in 

meeting the ongoing suitability requirements expected by the FCA, and helping ensure firms deliver good client outcomes.

All of our rated funds are subject to rigorous and ongoing scrutiny on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. Our fund 

methodology is available for download from the RSMR Hub – www.rsmr.co.uk

The Legal & General Managed Monthly Income Trust is managed by Mark Benstead and is supported by the large credit 

team at Legal & General Investment Management, one of the UK’s largest investors. The fund can invest across the fixed 

income universe but it sits within the IA Sterling Corporate Bond sector as it has a significant allocation to sterling investment 

grade bonds, or bonds which are then hedged back to sterling. There is some exposure to government securities and high-yield 

credits.

The investment process takes predominantly a macro-thematic, top-down approach, leaning heavily on Legal & General 

Investment Management’s large macro-economic resources. The fund does not take significant bets in terms of duration 

relative to the benchmark but has still been able to add alpha over the long term. 

The fund has been rated by RSMR since January 2013 and has built up a consistent history of performance relative to the 

sector. It gives investors access to an excellent team of managers who have a wealth of experience and knowledge in different 

areas of the fixed interest market, producing above average returns in a pragmatic manner.

Robin Ghosh – Senior Investment Research Manager, RSMR

Robin joined RSMR in 2018 as Investment Research Manager & Portfolio Manager for the Rfolios 

discretionary portfolio service.

He has been in the industry for nearly 20 years. After starting his career in Leeds at a firm 

of stockbrokers he moved in 2004 to BWD Rensburg, which later became Investec Wealth & 

Investment, as a discretionary investment manager. He managed the portfolios for a wide range 

of private clients, trusts and charities. Then, after a brief spell as a wealth advisor, he joined 

the wealth management arm of a regional law firm, managing the investments for a number 

of families, their pensions and trusts. There, he was also part of the research team and asset 

allocation committee member that was responsible for maintaining the firm’s investment models.
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IA STERLING CORPORATE BOND SECTOR

Funds in this sector must invest at least 80% of their assets in sterling-

denominated corporate securities (or hedged back to sterling). Those bond 

ratings must be triple BBB minus or above (as measured by Standard & 

Poors or an equivalent external rating agency). Convertibles, preference 

shares and permanent interest-bearing shares (PIBs) are not qualifying 

bonds. Investment in supranational debt and government backed debt is 

counted towards the core 80% for ‘corporate’ assets but gilts and non-UK 

sovereign debt is not.

There are currently 99 funds in the sector, with over £75.3 billion of 

assets under management. It is by far the largest IA fixed income sector 

accounting for around a third of the total fixed income assets under 

management classified in IA sectors. 

Fixed income as an asset class has experienced a forty-year bull market 

run that has been exacerbated by the monetary policy from varying central 

banks since the global financial crisis (GFC) in 2008. Traditionally the 

asset class was seen as one for conservative investors dependent on the 

yield but this is no longer the case as more exotic ways to invest in debt 

instruments, such as credit derivatives, have been created. Short duration 

funds have become popular with investors but this is not the sole solution 

as although they reduce duration in a portfolio, they are potentially the 

most sensitive to policy rates, and therefore provide exposure to potentially 

the most volatile section of the yield curve. 

Our expectations coming into 2020 were, like many investors, of relative 

stability in fixed interest markets after cuts in 2019. This was of course 

turned on its head by mid-March as governments and central banks 

rushed to deliver packages of support to a global economy that was in 

a rapid shutdown. Over the second quarter of the year we have seen 

some of the results of these actions and some relatively positive returns 

from fixed interest investments as spreads have tightened and greater 

confidence returned over improving economic conditions.

The credit market has seen movement in spreads in the quarter helping 

to deliver positive returns with the strongest returns coming from areas 

where spreads widened furthest. Spreads are still elevated but not at crisis 

levels as governments have indicated support and central banks have 

acted – examples being the support the ECB has recently given to the non-

investment grade area of the market. Rates will be kept deliberately low in 

this environment with capital returns fluctuating within an anchored range 

giving less opportunity for bond investors to make permanent capital 

gains. There are still concerns about the amount of BBB issuance in the 

market and the consequences of companies falling into the ‘junk’ category. 

The risk is that this situation changes as we move out of lockdown and 

support is reduced. Traditional leveraged high yield companies will face 

financing issues as they tend to burn through cash quickly when revenues 

decline. Access to credit markets should be there but it won’t be as easy 

for leveraged companies as it is for the better-quality large cap names.

In an era of low rates – financial repression – the debt markets remain 

difficult to negotiate for investors as government and central bank 

intervention make it difficult to judge true value. For a number of years 

investors have been calling the end of the bond bubble but it has remained 

defiant delivering surprising levels of return – it is not clear whether this 

can continue although the potential returns are much lower if we believe 

we have zero as our lower rate boundary. Corporate debt still seems to 

offer the greatest opportunity, with care needed in high yield areas, but 

these assets have greater risk associated with them than in previous 

periods and are more closely correlated to equities.
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Legal & General Investment Management (LGIM) is the investment 

management arm of Legal & General Group plc, which was founded in 

1836. It is a publicly traded company (and a constituent of the FTSE 100 

Index) based in London with operations extending across the globe and 

one of Europe’s largest asset managers and a major global investor, with 

£1.2 trillion of assets under management (source: LGIM, 30th June 2020) 

across a range of asset classes and strategies for retail and institutional 

investors. 

LGIM offer strategies across the full spectrum of asset classes, including 

equities, bonds, property, alternatives and cash, as well as multi-asset 

strategies tailored to the needs of institutional and retail investors.

LEGAL & GENERAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
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LEGAL & GENERAL MANAGED MONTHLY INCOME TRUST

Manager Mark Benstead 

Structure UCITS fund

IA Sector IA Sterling Corporate Bond

Launched 20th October 1997

Fund Size £413.2m (31st July 2020) 

(Source, LGIM)

Fund Objectives & Investment Policy
The fund is actively managed and will invest at least 80% in investment grade 

bonds (corporate and government) from UK and overseas issuers. These are 

bonds with a credit rating of BBB- or above from a recognised ratings agency or 

non-rated bonds that are deemed equivalent by the manager.

The fund may hold up to 20% in sub-investment grade bonds. Non-sterling 

currency and interest rate risk exposures are hedged to sterling.

The fund may invest in cash, permitted deposits, money market instruments 

(such as treasury bills), collective investment schemes, including those that 

are operated by the manager or an associate of the manager and securities 

with bond features such as contingent convertible bonds.

The fund may use derivatives (contracts which have a value linked to the 

price of another asset) to:

z reduce risk or cost

z generate additional capital or income with no, or an acceptably low, level 

of risk. 

Performance target

The objective of the fund is to provide a monthly income and it aims to 

outperform the iBoxx Sterling Corporate Bond Index by 1.5% per annum. 

This objective is before the deduction of any charges and measured over 

rolling three-year periods. The manager believes that if he achieves the 

performance target the fund will achieve a top quartile performance over 

three and five years.

Duration range target

The fund has a duration range of index +/- 2 years of the index. The index 

duration is currently just over 8 years. 
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THE FUND MANAGEMENT TEAM

LGIM has a significant amount of resource dedicated to its credit research 

capability. The Global Fixed Income team number 31 analysts in total, with 

23 Global Investment Grade analysts, 12 of which are based in London 

and 11 in Chicago, and 8 High Yield and Emerging Markets analysts one of 

whom is based in Hong Kong.

Having a local presence enables the analysts to meet regularly with the 

companies that they monitor and provides the team with greater capacity 

to cover the global market to seek out the best ideas.

Mark Benstead – Head of Pan European Credit 

Mark is the Head of Pan European Credit with responsibility for sterling 

and euro investment grade credit teams. He is the lead fund manager 

on over £13 billion of sterling retail funds which include Income Fund, 

Fixed Interest Trust and Managed Monthly Income Trust funds. Prior to 

joining LGIM, Mark was closely involved with AXA’s successful entry into 

the buy and maintain credit strategy as well as delivering above-target 

performance on a range of segregated and annuity funds. Before that, 

he was at the Royal Bank of Canada in a variety of senior capital market 

roles. Mark graduated from the University College of North Wales with 

a BA (hons) in economics in 1984 and from the University of Bradford 

Management Centre with an MBA in 1985. 

Ian Hutchinson – Head of Active Credit 

Ian leads the UK Active Credit team, and is the lead manager on the 

flagship all-stock and over 10 year strategies. He joined LGIM in 2004 as a 

product specialist on the fixed income desk, and in 2006 became a trainee 

fund manager working on UK investment grade credit portfolios. He started 

his career in 1998 at Standard & Poor's MMS as a Eurobond analyst. Ian is 

IMC qualified and a CFA charterholder and holds a degree in international 

relations from the University of Sussex. 

Madeleine King – Co-Head of Global Investment Grade Research 

Madeleine was appointed Co-Head of Global Investment Grade Research 

in 2020 and is responsible for coverage of the telecoms, media and 

technology sectors. Madeleine joined LGIM in 2015 from Credit Suisse 

where she worked as a credit trading desk analyst for five years. Prior to 

that, she was a TMT research analyst at HSBC and Barclays Capital.

Firat Bayraktar – Credit Analyst 

Firat is a Fixed Income Credit Analyst within the Global Fixed Income 

team with a focus on financial institutions. Firat joined LGIM in 2016 from 

Moody’s Investors Service where he was an analyst covering EMEA banks. 

Prior to that, he was an analyst at Citi Corporate & Investment Banking 

within the Financial Institutions team, following long-term placements at 

Rothschild and Santander in mergers and acquisitions. 

Oliver Burrows – Senior Credit Analyst, 

Oliver is responsible for LGIM’s analysis of European real estate in active 

fixed income. He joined LGIM in 2019 after 15 years as a sell-side analyst 

covering European financials in fixed income, most recently at Nomura 

International, and prior to that Rabobank, HSBC and BNP Paribas. 

Jonathan Constable – Senior Credit Analyst 

Jonathan joined LGIM as a senior credit analyst in October 2013 with lead 

responsibility for the utilities sector. Jonathan spent nearly five years as 

an equity research analyst at Nomura International where he focused on 

UK and Italian utilities. Prior to this he worked as a consultant with Ernst 

& Young for over four years, including advisory roles on UK infrastructure 

projects in the health sector. Jonathan holds an MA in Mathematics from 

the University of Cambridge. 

Court Gilbert – Senior Credit Analyst

Court Gilbert is a Senior Credit Analyst with responsibility for covering 

basic materials, energy and construction materials sectors. Court joined 

LGIM in 2015 from Allstate where he held the title of Senior Credit Analyst 

with responsibility for covering investment grade and high yield metals and 

mining, homebuilders and building products as well as investment grade 

autos and transportation across developed and emerging markets. 
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Dan Lustig – Senior Credit Analyst 

Dan is a senior credit analyst covering financial institutions in the Pan-

European Credit Research team. Dan joined LGIM in August 2011 after 

spending over five years as Head of Investment Research at Mitsubishi 

UFJ Trust International where he focused on European and US financials 

and hybrid instruments. Prior to that, Dan was an equity fund manager at 

Lloyds TSB Private Banking focusing on insurance, telecoms, utilities and 

industrial sectors. His previous professional experience includes roles in 

equity research and engineering 

Neil Newbery – Senior Credit Analyst 

Neil is responsible for credit analysis of the Retail, Food & Beverage, 

Tobacco and Pub sectors on a pan-European basis. He has 24 years’ 

investment experience with LGIM. Prior to his role as a senior credit 

analyst, Neil was a fund manager in the UK Equity team managing four UK 

active income funds. He also had analytical responsibility for the oil & gas, 

chemicals, utilities, tobacco and investment trust sectors of the UK market. 

Neil initially joined LGIM as a business analyst in the back office and was a 

PEP/ISA accountant at Legal & General before transferring to LGIM. He is a 

member of UKSIP and a qualified management accountant (ACMA). 

James Odemuyiwa – Senior Credit Analyst 

James joined LGIM’s graduate programme in 2011 before joining the 

Global Fixed Income team in 2013. From 2014 to 2019 he worked as 

a Credit Analyst on the Investment Grade Credit team, responsible for 

coverage of the Automotive, Capital Goods and Healthcare sectors. After 

a short spell at Western Asset Management, he then re-joined LGIM in 

2020 as a Senior Credit Analyst. James graduated from University College 

London with a BSc in Human Genetics and holds an LLB from Nottingham 

Law School. He also holds the Investment Management Certificate and is a 

CFA charterholder. 
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY & PROCESS

LGIM believes that fixed income markets are inherently inefficient 

which creates short-term price anomalies. These anomalies produce 

opportunities to make excess returns. At a high-level, the manager is 

looking to harvest the beta or the premium of credit as an asset class in an 

economic and efficient way. 

The IA Sterling Corporate Bond sector is crowded, with around a hundred 

funds. LGIM looks to outperform the sector over the long term by putting 

a rigorous framework around what ultimately is a judgmental process. It 

suggests that value can be added through bringing together a wide range 

of macro-economic views and coupling this with in depth fundamental 

sector and company research. Inputs are taken from a variety of internal 

and external sources including macro strategists and global credit analysts 

who also feed into the process. In addition, these analysts look to identify 

themes that may be exploitable within the portfolio.

Credit analysis is all conducted internally with the credit team able to use 

input from the other LGIM global credit teams based in London, Chicago 

and Hong Kong. They look at a variety of fundamental factors including 

cash flow, balance sheet, leverage, asset quality, liquidity, event risk 

etc. The manager looks to add value through credit selection, currency 

positioning, country selection and duration in addition to the top-down and 

thematic influences. The fund can invest up to 10% in government bonds. 

This fund can invest up to a maximum of 20% into high yield bonds, 

which is typically accessed through investing new issues or by tactically 

purchasing ‘fallen angles’, however, the maximum exposure the fund has 

ever extended to these bonds is 12%. Mark Benstead is very conscious of 

avoiding style drift where managers stray into asset class areas, such as 

high yield, which are not core to the investment universe of their funds. 

Duration positioning can be a maximum of +/- 2 years relative to the 

benchmark, although, over the manager’s six-year tenure the fund has 

never strayed more than a half year away from the index duration. He 

believes duration is very dangerous for a corporate bond fund manager 

and is not a legitimate tool to provide alpha to the fund. Trying to second 

guess when yields are going to rise can introduce a significant degree of 

risk into the fund and should be left to rates managers who have more 

tools to exploit their views. This is a contrarian view to many of his sector 

peers.

Process
The Managed Monthly Income Trust looks to integrate the top-down macro 

thematic process with bottom-up analysis but is probably more top-down 

compared to many of its peers. The team leans heavily upon the long-term 

thematic groups within LGIM and there are ongoing discussions with the 

equities, property and other fixed income teams.

There are four forums which set out the direction and structure of the 

investment process.

The Macro Themes forum meet on a quarterly basis and discusses longer 

term themes rather than short term ‘hot topics’ and sets the general 

narrative of the fund. An example would be financial repression in an over-

indebted world. 

The output from the Macro Themes meeting anchors Strategy Week 

which is held once a month. The first two meetings of the week consider 

the global macroeconomic backdrop and look at what the drivers of 

risk appetite will be over the next three, six and twelve months. The 

conclusions set the backdrop for the rest of the week. The team then holds 

four meetings which combine the macro backdrop with asset-specific 

factors for investment grade corporates, high yield corporates, emerging 

markets debt and global rates. 

The third forum is the Sector Themes meeting which ensures consistency 

across the top-down and bottom-up process. At the end of Strategy Week, 

the credit strategists work with the credit analysts to generate a sector 

scorecard that considers the macro conditions, valuations, technical and 

credit fundamentals of each sector. They look at the long-term drivers 

of the sector as well as shorter-term, tactical opportunities. The credit 

analysts consider a theme that impacts their sector, often corresponding 

to topics debated during Strategy Week or as part of the macro themes 

discussion. This forum is the key driver of the sector positioning of the 
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fund. If the top down view is that the world is a good place cyclically, then 

the fund will overweight the basic industries and cyclical sectors such 

as autos. If the team has further concerns the fund will be positioned in 

utilities and telecoms names.

The final forum is the Single-Name Deep Dives which is vital to portfolio 

building. Factors such as balance sheet analysis and industry trends are 

combined with qualitative factors such as credibility of management 

to better understand a security’s characteristics and potential risks, 

and therefore its valuation drivers. Ongoing due diligence on ESG risks, 

including climate change, is conducted day-to-day by the active fixed 

income and equity investment teams as part of their fundamental analysis. 

LGIM uses in-house tools which provide an indicative score capturing a 

company’s ESG risk exposure. 

The analysts focus on credits that are significant to portfolio performance 

and maintain a score for each of these names from +3 to -3, combining 

both fundamental credit quality and valuation, and influenced by the 

overall macro view. These scores form the basis of stock selection and the 

debate between portfolio managers and analysts. 

The manager uses single-name deep-dives to challenge the score at a 

meeting held twice a week. One analyst discusses a few specific credits 

with the portfolio managers. A deep-dive name is selected by the portfolio 

managers as a key risk within portfolios or perhaps a potential opportunity 

for future investment. Valuations of each credit are assigned to determine 

the best names and to evaluate optimal value at the current price. 

ESG Approach

ESG is one of the risk factors considered in the investment process. LGIM 

believes that if companies fail to meet minimum standards on ESG, it 

can undermine the position of corporate borrowers and expose them to 

increased regulatory and litigation risks which may hamper the company’s 

ability to fund itself in the debt markets. 

ESG factors are integrated into the investment process using a dual top-

down and bottom-up approach. Once the managers have identified a long-

term theme, they then look to identify companies which are best placed to 

benefit or lose out from it. This is supported by the fundamental bottom-up 

research, which includes ESG assessment and company engagement. 
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

The final stage of the investment process turns the best ideas and highest 

conviction views into a risk-adjusted portfolio, with risk managed at the 

stock, sector and market level and considered relative to the benchmark. 

The portfolio is structured with around 120 names to achieve diversified 

returns from sector themes and individual stock selections. These are 

chosen based on fundamental research by the credit analysts. Each 

security chosen reflects the best value opportunity for the portfolio, 

considering its spread, its curve position, bond structure (including 

subordination and covenants) and market liquidity. Relative value analysis 

is undertaken across curves, capital structures and currencies to identify 

the optimal credit for inclusion.

Summary of key constraints 

The fund must invest at least 80% of its assets in sterling denominated 

(or hedged back to sterling), BBB- or above corporate bond securities. The 

duration of the fund should not differ from the duration of the index by 

more than 1.5 years. The fund is permitted to purchase up 20% in sub-

investment grade securities, but the manager is reticent to take that much 

risk within the portfolio.

Maximum individual issuer holding limits using iBoxx rating methodology 

are as follows and the manager uses these limits in constructing the 

portfolio: 

Rating % of fund 

AAA 10% 

AA 7.5% 

A 5% 

BBB 3% 

BB and below 1.5% 

One of the important metrics used to monitor risk within the portfolio and 

by extension the sector positioning is duration multiplied by spread (DTS). 

The DTS is determined for the index and the portfolio and if the ratio is 

below 1 then the managers are bearish and above 1, they are bullish.

The fund has a long-standing allocation to collateralised debt as the 

managers are keen on debt that is backed by real assets. These securities 

perform well when the market sells off but lag when markets perform 

strongly. These securities tend to be legacy PFI structures and the portfolio 

currently has around 10% invested here whilst the iBoxx Corporates Index 

has no weighting to collateralised debt. As this sector is so defensive, it 

has the effect of reducing the overall risk of the portfolio

The manager looks to diversify the sources of risk and return, and the 

portfolio is constructed to have balanced sector exposure on a portfolio 

value, DTS and default loss basis. LGIM does not take large directional 

positions within the fund.
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PERFORMANCE

5 Year Performance

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 YTD

L&G Managed Monthly Income (I Acc) 1.14 11.6 6.38 -2.24 11.23 3.13

IA £ Corporate Bond Sector 0.22 9.69 5.24 -2.20 9.52 2.66

Source: LGIM as at 30 June 2020.
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Performance of the Managed Monthly Income Trust has been good over the 

last five years, returning 35% over the period. The fund has consistently 

outperformed its stated benchmark and the IA corporate bond peer group 

which returned 28% over the same period. As the fund sticks quite closely 

to the benchmark, duration is not expected to be a great source of relative 

outperformance. It has however, provided a good degree of absolute and 

peer group outperformance over the last few years. The fund has a strong 

macro overlay which steers sector positioning and over time, has provided 

good attribution, although it has been hampered slightly by the overweight 

to the defensive collateralised debt weighting. Sector selection has been 

positive for performance with utilities, banks and industrial goods and 

services contributing well. The most important contribution to performance 

has been from stock selection. This is where the analysts have greatest 

impact on the investment process and is often borne out of the manager 

analyst deep dives. Tesco, Aviva, Clydesdale and Brit Insurance have been 

consistent top ten performers over the recent past. 

The Trust produced a positive performance over 2016, returning 11.60% 

against a sector average of 9.69%. The fund was positioned defensively 

and this initially hampered performance as the market rallied in March. 

The fund performed well in the second quarter as selective high yield 

holdings were added to the portfolio. The general defensive positioning 

aided performance throughout the summer as financials significantly 

underperformed (where the fund was underweight). The managers 

reduced exposure to UK banks before the Brexit vote by lowering exposure 

to Lloyds senior bonds and switching some Coventry Building Society 

exposure from sterling into euro denominated debt. The market bounced 

back from post-Brexit falls and this was positive for performance in the 

third quarter, but the defensive positioning of the fund hampered relative 

returns. Through to the final months of 2016, the manager adjusted the 

fund’s positioning by trimming its utilities and senior and subordinated 

bonds, moving towards a higher cash allocation. Sterling corporate bond 

markets were weaker as underlying government bond yields rose sharply 

across developed nations amid rising inflation expectations.

The Managed Monthly Income Trust returned 6.24% over 2017 and 

outperformed the sector average by 1%. The US Federal Reserve raised 

US rates in March, and then again in June but long-term rates fell. Sterling 

credit markets rose, undeterred by short-term interest rates and high 

yield bonds outperformed investment grade credit, with the increase 

in global risk appetite continuing to support sentiment. The manager 

slightly raised the overall level of risk in the third and fourth quarters, with 

purchases funded from reductions in cash and gilts. This coincided with 

the BoE raising interest rates to 0.5%. Much of the attribution came from 

the longstanding favouring of collateralised debt and being overweight in 

selected subordinated financial bonds. The fund was also positioned in 

corporate hybrid issues, which are more cautious view of lower tier 2 bank 

debt. The fund also had positive returns from sub-investment grade names. 

The fund returned -2.24% over 2018, relative to the sector which fell 

2.2%. International bond markets struggled in the first half of the year 

as central banks began withdrawing monetary support (quantitative 

tightening). Equity markets were more volatile as money rotated back into 

government bonds during the first quarter as the Fed raised interest rates 

by 0.25% in March and again in June and December. This volatility was 

exacerbated during the significant falls in global equities in Q4 prompting 

a ‘safe haven’ switching into government bonds, however, high quality 

sterling corporate bonds underperformed compared to gilts during the 

later stages of the period. During the year, the manager reduced the fund’s 

overall net risk given their macroeconomic concerns. The manager sold 

down US mobile operator Verizon Communications, taking the view that 

the merger and acquisition activity continued to present a pricing risk. 

He also reduced the exposure in Latin American company America Movil. 

In high yield, he took profits from property website owner Zoopla as they 

believed that further upside following the Silver Lake takeover looked 

limited.

The fund returned 11.2% over 2019, outperforming the sector average 

which increased 9.5%. The Fed halted its interest rate rise programme 

in December whilst other central banks made more supportive noises. 

Index-linked gilts outperformed their conventional counterparts, benefiting 

from their longer maturity profile and strong demand from institutional 
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investors. Sterling-denominated corporate bonds outperformed 

conventional gilts. Investors continued to prefer higher yielding names 

to sovereign bonds. The manager was active over the year, adding risk 

to the portfolio and taking advantage of the buoyant new issues market. 

The manager took part in a range of mobile phone issues, including from 

Orange, Deutsche Telekom Verizon Communications, Vodafone Group 

and America Movil. These names performed strongly over the period 

and a tightening of sterling credit spreads in the final quarter of 2019 

was beneficial for the fund, given its overweight position relative to the 

benchmark. In the secondary market, the manager added International 

Finance, South Eastern Power Networks, brewer Anheuser-Busch InBev 

and financials BNP Paribas, Banque Federative du Credit Mutuel and 

Citigroup Diageo Finance and financial services companies such as 

HSBC and RBS. The team also increased risk in the UK, by increasing the 

overweight position to utilities and telecommunications. New additions 

over the year included UK Power Networks, Logicor and Associated British 

Ports (ABP). The manager reduced exposure to some high yield bonds such 

as Teva Pharmaceutical Finance Netherlands II in early 2019 and lowered 

the weightings across the autos sector via sales of Volkswagen and Ford. 

Elsewhere, he continued to trim the small exposure to commercial real 

estate, taking the view that spreads in even higher quality names such 

as Land Securities do not adequately compensate for the risks and exit 

underperforming lines such as Dignity and UK pubs.

The fund fell 5.2% over the first quarter of 2020, as bond markets 

panicked about the global pandemic and although it outperformed its 

benchmark it was slightly behind its sector peers. Credit selection provided 

much of the performance and sector positioning was a relative positive for 

the fund driven by the overweight to the collateralised sector and by the 

underweight in senior banks. The fund was also overweight short-dated 

legacy tier 1 names. Underweights to basic resources and oil and gas were 

also positive sector contributors as the oil price fell to below zero dollars. 

During the second quarter of 2020, the fund returned 8.7%, outperforming 

the IA sector which returned 7.3%. The defensive sector positioning 

slightly hampered the fund owing to the overweight to collateralised 

sector which did not perform as strongly compared to the sharp recovery 

in risk assets. The underweight to banks, along with underweights to 

oil and gas, retail and basic resources also hit performance. Positive 

sector contributions came from the overweight to utilities, personal and 

household goods, and the underweight to real estate and retail.

The manager was quite active and bought dollar new issuance in March 

as it offered better value relative to sterling. He bought 3M, Mastercard, 

Home Depot, Visa, CVS and McDonalds but sold some of these down into a 

strengthening market. 
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CURRENT POSITIONING

At the time of writing the fund had a DTS of 1.12 having fallen from 1.25 

in March, indicating that it has an increasingly cautious outlook on the 

corporate bond market.

The fund has a long-standing overweight to collateralised debt. These 

securities tend to be legacy PFI structures and the portfolio currently has 

around 10% invested here. The fund is also overweight utilities bonds as 

the manager sees them as attractive at this stage of the cycle in addition 

to industrials which are offering several opportunities.

The Financial Services - Other sector is another sector which is 

significantly overweight the benchmark. This is mostly led by the holding 

in GE Capital bonds which presented value at time of purchase. The fund 

has also an overweight to Bank Tier 1 bonds given its interesting risk 

reward characteristics as these will be redundant capital soon. 
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SUMMARY & EVALUATION

The Legal and General Managed Monthly Income Trust provides exposure 

to corporate bonds through an investment process that is top-down and 

valuation driven. We expect the main driver of performance to be rating 

and sector selection as duration and yield curve risk are strictly limited. 

The manager aims to run a relatively concentrated portfolio and is 

comfortable taking significant positions in high-conviction names where 

ratings limits allow.

The LGIM fixed income team has a significant amount of experience and 

manage over £13 billion of sterling fixed income assets. It principally 

follows the belief that markets are inefficient, creating anomalies. These 

anomalies create opportunities to make excess returns which they hope 

to exploit. 

The aim is to identify those factors which will be the drivers of bond 

market movements in the future through a combination of top-down 

macro, thematic and bottom-up credit analysis. The manager and analysts 

have clearly defined but supporting roles that work together to deliver 

the appropriate stock purchases which is an important feature of the 

investment process. There is also great input from other fixed income 

teams and macro strategists within LGIM. 

This is a core investment grade bond fund and investors may have a 

moderate allocation on to high yield credit. Despite this low weighting, the 

fund has managed to outperform the IA Corporate Bond sector over the 

long term without taking a significant degree of risk. The fund benefits 

from providing a regular monthly income. We therefore believe that this 

fund remains a strong choice in a very competitive sector.
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ABOUT US

Established in 2004 RSMR provides research and analysis to firms working 

across the UK’s personal financial services marketplace. 

Our work is completed with total impartiality, without any conflict of 

interest and delivered to a high professional standard by a team of 

experienced and highly qualified people.

Working with advisers
We provide specialist research, analysis and support to a diverse range 

of financial advisers and planners helping them to deliver sound advice 

to their clients, backed by rigorous and structured research and due 

diligence.

The main regulatory body in the UK, the FCA, states that personal 

recommendations made by advisers should be ‘based on a comprehensive 

and fair analysis of the relevant market’ and this has led to closer scrutiny 

of the whole advice process. Our solutions are designed to help advisers 

meet these challenges whilst recognising that advisory firms require a 

range of flexible options that best meet their own business needs and 

those of their clients.

Working with providers
We work with all the leading fund groups, life and pension companies 

and platform operators across the financial services sector offering 

straight forward and pragmatic advice to help add value and improve their 

business performance and efficiency whilst treating customers fairly in line 

with FCA requirements.

Ratings
Our innovative ratings are now recognised as market leading and cover 

a broad area of investment solutions including single strategy funds, SRI 

funds, Multimanager and multi-asset funds, DFMs and investment trusts. 

Our familiar ‘R’ logo is now recognised as a trusted badge of quality by 

advisers and providers alike and a ‘must-have’ when selecting funds. Our 

ratings are founded on a strict methodology that considers performance 

and risk measures but places a greater emphasis on the ability of fund 

managers to continue to deliver performance in the years ahead. based on 

our in-depth face-to-face meetings with fund managers across the globe. 

We understand financial services and we will work alongside you to deliver 

tailored solutions that are right for your clients and your business. 

Our research. Your success.

The data and information in this document does not constitute advice 
or recommendation. We do not warrant that any data collected by us, 
or supplied by any third party is wholly accurate or complete and we 
will not be liable for any actions taken on the basis of the content or 
for any errors or omissions in the content supplied.

All opinions included in this document and/or associated documents 
constitute our judgement as at the date indicated and may be changed 
at any time without notice and do not establish suitability in any 
individual regard.

©RSMR 2020. All rights reserved.
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